Ride in all weathers

Lotrak® | ride in all weathers

design

All-weather horse arenas or gallops have to be designed and constructed to manage
adverse weather conditions, while preserving the properties of the riding surface.

Important: Drainage and base layers are a key process to get right at this stage and
should not be compromised. No matter how much you spend on a top surface, if you get
this wrong the surface will not drain. Unless you have exceptional free draining soil, we
recommend installing a Herringbone Pattern style land drainage system to carry away
surface water.

If you’re looking to install a commercial, private outdoor or lunge arena, Don & Low can
provide a range of high performance geotextile products which help maintain the
properties and riding qualities of all materials used in the construction of these arenas.

Herringbone Drainage is required beneath the arena if the existing ground has poor
drainage characteristics and will therefore provide the direct drainage for expected
surface water. Herringbone drains should be installed by excavating the central spine
drainage channel, then adjacent drains excavated connecting in a herringbone pattern.
Each of the outer drains should be constructed as around 5m centres and excavated to
approx. 300mm wide, having a sufficient depth (min. 400mm) will provide an effective fall
to existing outfall level (see figure 1).
The drainage trench should always be lined up with Lotrak® 2800 to filter out water borne
soil particles and reduce silting up. When lined, the trench is filled with 50-75mm single size
angular stone, a perforated drain pipe is not necessary unless large volumes of water are
expected, such as in the spine or cut off drain.
If the existing sub soil is very free draining, other drains can be used:

site inspection
As an initial step, the natural lie of the land would need to be examined to identify the
direction for a suitable outfall for all drainage; such as an existing area, ditch or soak-away.
Once the area has been selected, a rough riding area (usually 30m x 20m) should be marked
out. On sloping ground, however, some excavation may be necessary to make the final area
level.
Take time to consider the plan and cross section of your riding area, noting what type of
drainage systems will be required as this is the most fundamental part of your construction
program. (see figures 1 & 2)

Cut off Drains are generally of similar construction to those used in standard
herringbone drainage systems, with the exception of generally being deeper to cut off
flows of both surface and subsurface water. These are generally installed at the base of
any adjacent sloping ground to intercept water or placed in the path of any positive water
sources that may influence the riding area performance. (see figure 2).
Drainage blankets are always required beneath a riding area to divert any surface water
into the drainage system. If no herringbone system is installed, the ground under the
blanket even though free draining should be installed with a fall toward the existing
drainage system.
The blanket thickness may vary to achieve a level surface and should be laid a minimum
100-150mm thick and contain a very free draining 50-75mm angular stone similar to the
drainage material. The material should contain no fine particles less that 10mm in size, or
any greater than one third of the layer thickness. Geotextiles must be adopted both above
and below the drainage blanket to provide separation and filtration properties to prolong
the life of your riding area.

membrane specification
We offer a choice of membrane qualities and our standard Lotrak® products are available in
4.5m widths. Should you require a better performing, heavier weight membrane for arenas
that will be used for jumping or will have constant use, then we would recommend
upgrading your choice of membrane - which can be discussed with our technical team
before ordering.
Important: site conditions of use and location are beyond our control. Our products are sold
without guarantee and purchasers must accept responsibility for satisfying themselves that
the product is fit for their intended purpose and location before purchase or installation.
Once the above excavation and channels have been dug, the whole arena should be
covered in a strong woven geotextile membrane. The membrane layer will prevent the
intermixing of existing subsoil and the new clean sub base stone, while allowing water to
penetrate through the drainage channels.
Geotextile 1 - Base Layer - Lotrak® 2800 - should be installed directly on top of your
prepared ground, including all herringbone drainage if applicable. The granular drainage
material can then be placed directly on the top and compacted. The geotextile will prevent
the intermixing of the drainage blanket material and soil and also prevent soil particles
pumping up into the installed blanket.
Geotextile 2 - Top Layer - Lotrak® Nonwoven Grade (140, 200 or 300) should be
installed on top of your compacted drainage blanket. These specialist high flow geotextiles
stop your selected riding surface material washing down into the drainage blanket, while
at the same time allowing the free movement of water. If a fine silica or equestrian sand
topping is to be used we would recommend our premium Nonwoven Grades for the top
layer. This will prevent the finer particles of the sand filtering down through the drainage
sub-base layer, eliminating the loss of your surface and blocked drains.
As with the woven membrane, this geotextile prevents the intermixing of your topping with
the sub-base. When installing, it is crucial to make sure there is adequate overlapping and
the geotextile should be taped to prevent any lifting - the slightest gap or hole will
eventually allow the top surface through and lift your membrane. Once the top surface has
been laid the overlapping geotextiles can be trimmed back.
The top layers of adjacent sheets of Lotrak® (140, 200 or 300) should be fastened together
with heavy-duty staples. Staple through four thicknesses (see figure 3) at 50mm to 75mm
centres. Fasten the Lotrak® Nonwoven Grade to the side to the support timbers by nailing
through a timber lathe approximately 40mm x 20mm as used in roofing. (see figure 4).

Alternative Geotextile 2 - Top Layer - Lotrak® HF550 should be installed on top
of your compacted drainage blanket. This specialist high flow geotextile is to stop
your selected riding surface material washing down into the drainage blanket, while
allowing the free movement of water. Lotrak® HF550 is selected due to a number of
current riding surfaces containing an element of biodegradable materials i.e. woodchip, bark,
cocoa fibre etc. When these materials breakdown over time they will clog standard
geotextiles; however Lotrak® HF550 has an open porosity to accommodate this, providing
longer use of your riding area.
Riding mixture must maintain its free draining properties even after much use. The choice
of material depends on the preferences of the riders, quality of ride they require and what
is locally available. Typical materials used include coarse sand (with or without rubber
tyres), hardwood chippings, bark and peat. Maintenance requirements vary depending on
material as does its drainage capability.
Edge Restraint is recommended to provide a fixing point for the Lotrak® geotextiles and
prevent loss of drainage blanket material and riding mixture. Baulk timber, such as two
railway sleepers on edge, is commonly used. To provide longevity in your area, these will
require fixing and support from timber props or earth fill etc. (figure 4). Remember to allow
access for maintenance machinery when fixing them in. The thickness of the riding mixture
should be approximately 250mm - never allow the thickness to reduce to less than 150mm
otherwise the Lotrak® geotextile could become endangered.

construction

maintenance

The steps below describe a suggested construction sequence:

During use the riding mixture will tend to migrate to the edge and centre. Regular (once
a week) raking or harrowing with maximum 77mm tines is recommended to stop heavily
used areas getting too compact and to ensure thin areas do not develop and expose the
Lotrak® geotextile.

•

Excavate the riding area to a level. If any fill is required to make up levels, ensure it is
properly compacted.

•

Cut Off Drains – If applicable excavate cut off drain starting at the outfall level. Line drainage
trenches with Lotrak® 2800, place in small amount of drainage stone in bottom of trench
and the place perforated pipe. Then fill trench with stone to 100mm below finished ground
level. Wrap over Lotrak® 2800 to envelop drainage stone and fill to ground with more stone.

•

•
•
•

Herringbone Drains – If applicable excavate drainage trenches at 5m centres as previous
method once again starting from the outfall level. As previously line the trenches with
Lotrak® 2800, place in stone and pipe if applicable then fill with stone but this time
immediately to ground level.
Grade the ground between the completed herringbone drains and cover total area
surface with Lotrak® 2800 overlapping at joints by a minimum of 300mm.
Position and fix the first sleeper edge restraint and fasten the Lotrak® 2800 to it.
(see figure 4)
Spread and compact the drainage blanket material using light plant ensuring at no point
that plant traffics directly on the geotextile.
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•

Position and fix the second sleeper edge restraint and support in position. (see figure 4)

•

Lay the Lotrak® Nonwoven Grade geotextile (140, 200 or 300) or Lotrak® HF550 directly
onto the compacted drainage material, joint with staple and fasten to the sleeper. (see
figures 3 & 4)
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Lay riding mixture to levels.
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•

The riding area is now ready for use.
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*To ensure the correct selection of the top layer geotextile, Don & Low require an up-to-date copy of
your sand datasheet. This will enable an accurate match of Lotrak® geotextile to the sand particle size,
or your arena allowing us to meet your requirements.
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